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Creatively  Crafted 

 products that looks innovative yet... 



Is made for utilizing the corner space effectively. 

You can place few decorative article and daily use material. 

It’s made by using 18mm marine plywood plus 6 mm additional 

plywood for frame where you can fix the pictures  which  will 

enhance the look of the corner. 

Corner hanging Shelf 

2WCH 001 Paint

2WCH 002 Lam

Self Standing Bookshelf 

5BL 003

Is made for organizing the books and toys of the kids. 

This unit can be kept any where in the home. It stands by it 

self without any support any where. This product can be used

any where you need. This is a simple way of managing the books 

and toys. This is made by using 18mm marine ply and laminate.  

 

 

Self Standing Tree Bookshelf 

6PW 004 Polish

Is made for organizing  the books  of  the kids. 

you can manage space effectively. This unit can be used as

a decorative element anywhere at your home.

This is made by using Pine-wood called Spruce import from 

Netherlands and Australia. This product is completely 

polished to give actual pine wood look.

Rs. 4,570.00 paint/ Rs. 5,670.00 Laminate 

Rs. 4,950.00

Rs. 7,800.00
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Rs. 7,800.00
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Cross Table

2LCT 005 Polish

2LCT 006 Lam

Is made to keep some decorative  elements on the top.  

It can be placed in the center of the hall or towards the 

wall. It is made by using 18mm marine plywood.

and polish with greenish shade

Rs. 6,250.00 polish  Rs. 4,850.00 Laminate 

Rs. 6,500.00

Cross Leg Table with Bookshelf 

CLTBS 007

Cross leg table with book shelf made to organize  the books 

and display of any art. This unit can

be kept towards the wall.  This is made 

by using 18mm marine plywood and laminate.

Article displaying 3 legs table . 

It’s made by using Spruce pine-wood imported from

Netherlands and Australia. This product is completely 

polished to give natural and actual pine wood look.

Cross legs X Table 

3CLXTPW 008 

Polish



Rs. 6,300.00
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cross legs center table

PWCL3 CT

Rs. 7,500.00 

Rs. 6500.00

4 legs box center table

Cross leg center table. 

It’s made by using Spruce pine-wood imported from

Netherlands and Australia. This product is completely 

polished to give natural and actual pine wood look.

4 Legs box center table. 

It’s made by using Spruce pine-wood imported from

Netherlands and Australia. This product is completely 

polished to give natural and actual pine wood look.

2 Legs triangle center table. 

It’s made by using Spruce pine-wood imported from

Netherlands and Australia. This product is completely 

polished to give natural and actual pine wood look.

PW4LB CT

2 legs triangle center table

PW 2LT CT
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PW 3 Steps Shelf  

PW 3S S10

3Steps shelf is made out of plywood and luster 

paint finish. This is a unit of 3pices. This can be 

hung on the wall with help of screws one bellow 

the other. this can be used to keep the books and 

some decorating article. these stapes will be 

looking interesting than a  horizontal shelf.

Rs. 2,500/ 4 units

Wall fixing shelf : Unit of 4

Is made for decor anything or keeping any plant with 
minimum space. This unit can be fix any where 
in your home. you can manage space effectively. It 
is made by using marine plywood and paint to 
look colourfull.

Decorative colour Self 4

DCS 4 

This is made out of solid pine wood and 

polished. it can be used only for interior 

seating. This can be placed in a hall 

towards wall without any cushion.

Pine wood 3 SITTER

PW3S 09 

Rs. 14,900.00

Rs. 1,500/ for 3step and Rs. 2,000/ for 4step

Each product

PW 4S S10



Rs. 2,300.00
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Wall graphics Geometric 

WG Light

This is made to decor the wall of the master bedroom, this is 

designed in such way that u can see the gradation of the light 

and the design. You can use this as a night lamp while 

sleeping.

Rs. 2,500.00 

Rs. 2,500.00

Wall graphics human

WG Ligh Hut

This is made to decor the wall with light effect, this is 

designed in such way that you can see the gradation of the 

light and the design. You can use this as a night lamp while 

sleeping.

Wall graphics cutout

WG Cutout

This is made to decor the wall instead of painting. you can 

use  this  any where .  This is made out of MDF and painted 

with black. 
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Workshop: 524, Shop No.3 Moshi Shiv Road, 

Jadhav Wadi-Chikhali. PUNE 411 062.

 Email: bhagwant.inexcibd@gmail.com / visit@inexinterior.com

FB: bhagwant walokar|instagram: inexinterior 

Ph: 7720904422/ 9043245261 


